Bigfoot is dead! Long live Bigfoot!
To the Bigfoot hunters out there in the woods right now: Sure! Keep hunting Bigfoot, you have my full support and best wishes.
(1) I would like to use they/
them pronouns for Bigfoot.
Not only because I haven’t
interviewed Bigfoot and
asked about their pronouns, it is also because
the gender (plus sexuality)
of Bigfoot lies outside our
human’s gender scope.

(2) I honestly do not remember any details of the
announcement, given it
was 10 years ago and the
scribbled note was thrown
away the next day. Here
is a link to the announcement I was able to find:
http://www.china.org.cn/
china/2010-10/09/content_21089803.htm

(3) Joshua Blu. Buhs,
“Yeti,” in Bigfoot - The Life
and Times of a Legend
(Chicago, IL: Univ. Of
Chicago Press, 2010), pp.
22-50, 26-27.

(4) Buhs, 65

I like to imagine those buff, rugged Bigfoot hunters do see a hairy, magnificent Bigfoot, but at that split second, they decide to put down their guns
and instead blow Bigfoot a little kissy. I believe the failure of the hunting
culture of Bigfoot is what keeps ‘Bigfoot’ alive. Bigfoot themselves, as a
species, or a singular Bigfoot, may truly exist too, but that is not important
to me right now.
On a late sweaty summer night in 2010 in Hong Kong, a 16-yearold teenager was lying in bed listening to the radio. Since the age of 13, I
have failed most of my classes, and that year my biology teacher had specifically called my parents to ask me to drop biology because I was pulling
down the school’s average score. The radio programme I was listening to
had just finished, and the DJ made an announcement that some Chinese
Bigfoot research association had an open-call for field team members. I
sat up and listened to it carefully, I scribbled some notes hastily, only to
be annoyed by the DJ’s last sentence, ‘applicants have to be at least 18’.
I rolled my eyes like I actually would have a chance if I was 18, and went
to sleep.
I think about the act of hunting Bigfoot quite a lot. Hunting, as in actively pursuing Bigfoot through photographing, trapping, capturing, killing,
etc. ‘Bigfoot’ is a more popular and common name for Sasquatch, who are
apparently roaming North America. Most of the time, ‘Bigfoot’ is also used
as an umbrella term for Yeti and Yeti’s nickname, Abominable Snowman,
who are mostly living in the Himalayas. Since the 19th century, Yeti and
Sasquatch were already in the eyes of the white hunters. In the 1950s, the
Western interest in Yeti rocketed alongside expeditions on Mount Everest. Nepal began to sell Yeti-hunting licenses, it was a business. Inspired
by the Daily Mail’s expedition in hunting Yeti, in the late 1950s, a village
council in British Columbia also settled on using government grants on
hunting Sasquatch. It was also in the late 1950s, that ‘Big Foot’ was used
in a report from California, and would start the intertwined narrative of the
three terms, ‘Bigfoot’, ‘Yeti’ and ‘Sasquatch’.(4)
IIn this manifesto, I am not addressing the consumerism that ‘created’ Bigfoot in the 70s as suggested by Joshua Blu Buhs, nor am I proving that Bigfoot exists or does not exist from the perspective of empirical
science. This manifesto is built from these ideas. I want to talk about the
failures of Bigfoot hunting.
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Introduction
I want to address the culture of (the) blurred imageries. If Bigfoot is
an imaginary product of human, a creation of capitalism, a monster
from our psyche, where do Bigfoot go in between their busy doings
in this capitalistic, heteronormative world? What do Bigfoot do in
their freetime when they are not busy haunting us by running away
from us? How do we live with Bigfoot?
Contemporary cryptozoology has moved away from what
founding figure of cryptozoology, Bernard Heuvelmans (1916-2001),
used to believe and celebrate. Heuvlemans wanted to protect and
bring the hidden animals back into zoology. Yet contemporary cryptozoology seems to keep and trap Bigfoot in their (problematic)
cabinet of curiosities and fetishises them. Both haunted by+living in
the shadows of empirical science, Heuvelmans and contemporary
cryptozoologists, to a certain degree, practice the Sagan Standard.
(5) With Westen science in mind, humanity’s inability to own a physical body of Bigfoot will always haunt us. And by haunting us through
our failure to hunt them, Bigfoot lives.
In the following 6 chapters I will situate Bigfoot within two
groups: the unhuntable and the huntable. These two groups share
similar qualities but perform differently in the materialistic world.
Chapters are: The failure of finding home, Did consumerism fail Bigfoot?, On-screen! Can you see me now?, Bigfoot as multiple glitches,
B as in Bigfoot. B as in Beefcake Daddy., and B.B.! Blurry Bigfoot.
I will end this manifesto on how the Poor Image as an alternative
space can function like a battlefront, a conflict+contact zone for humans, the huntable Bigfoot and the unhuntable Bigfoot.

Bernard Heuvelmans (1916-2001)
Belgian-French zoologist
(5) Sagan Standard: “extraordinary claims require extraordinary evidence” (ECREE)

This manifesto hopes to bring a different reading on ‘Bigfoot’
as a category, as a species, as a passion, as a hobby, as an identity, as a blur, and as glitch; it seeks to argue that the ritual of failure
around Bigfoot culture is what can and will keep Bigfoot truly alive.
When Bigfoot hunters continue to hunt the wrong Bigfoot, we will
embrace Bigfoot walking side by side with us.
Bigfoot is dead! Long live Bigfoot!

.

The Unhuntable

The Huntable

Cannot be hunted

Could be hunted

The Blur

The Pixelated

Need to be protected

Need to be saved

Leave traces

Leave imprints

I don't wanna classify you
Like an animal in the zoo
But it seems good to me to know
That you're Homosapien too
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Chapter 1: The failure of finding home
Susan: Huntable
Yetis: Unhuntable

When I was doing my Bachelor studies, the final assignment’s theme
for my first semester was ‘home’. I dreaded it. I never felt like home
anywhere, with anyone. I can only imagine Bigfoot’s feeling, scattered
across the world, separated by continents and oceans, asking where
exactly is ‘home’?
In Chris Butler’s stop-motion animation Missing Link (2019),
our protagonist, Mr Link/Susan, the Sasquatch, researched the work
of Sir Lionel Frost, the mythical creature investigator, and reached out
to him for help. Susan believed Yetis in the Himalayas, creatures that
he never saw but knew from cave paintings, are his relatives. Lionel
and Susan, alongside Adelina Fortnight, set out to find Shangri-La in
the Himalayas. They finally arrived at Shangri-La after troubles and
hardships, only to find out the Yetis hated humankind and looked down
on Susan. The queen called him the country cousin, a redneck, and
had guards using weapons towards Susan and his human friends. In
the end of Missing Link, Susan became Lionel’s partner, dressed in
human’s clothes, and investigated other mythical creatures like the Fiji
mermaid.
Butler’s definition of ‘Bigfoot’ is specific. Susan is a sweet, gentle,
and self-conscious Sasquatch living in North America, fundamentally
different from the Yetis, who are cruel, ruthless, and arrogant. Susan
had never set (big)foot in the Himalayas, and was not even sure if they
were real, but the Yetis know about Sasquatches. He was all alone in
North America, and could only rely on a mythical creature investigator
to bring him ‘home’. The Yetis in the Himalayas, in contrast to Susan,
had a whole specific and secluded habitat to themselves as a species, and they despised humankind. Susan was doomed to fail finding
home among the Yetis because he was different. Not because they
were different physically and characteristically, or even species-wise,
but in their relationship with humankind and their fluidity as a nebulous
form.
Susan is an expansive, amorphous form. He is ‘large’. In the
film, he was self-conscious of his hair colour, his weight, his breath, his
size...traits that, in reality Bigfoot hunters are very into, and even cling
onto. Susan also effortlessly jabbed gender stereotypes; he picked out
his name as ‘Susan’, where in response Lionel gave him a confused
face since he believed it was a girl’s name. Susan did not even seem
to know or to care. In one scene, Susan was also not shy about his sexuality when Lionel said to him, ‘Hold me tightly’, in reference to asking
Susan to throw him out of the pit. In response, Susan was delighted
to do it, and hinted to Lionel that Adelina was right next to them and
watching, maybe they should do it privately instead. Susan, who first

Missing Link Poster
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walked through the woods of North America, had now walked through
human constructs. His failure to respond to gender and sexuality stereotypes make him truly a ‘missing link’: he is walking in a free territory
where he has no burden of the flawed human structure. He is a mechanism himself of creating little ruptures among humankind. His failure of
finding a place among the Yetis and turning around to being a counterpart of Lionel, is a perfect example of how the failure of not being a part
of Yetis is an acceptance of Bigfoot being a myth. Something/one that
is not a cryptid to seek (outwards), but something/one that walks among
humans (inwards).
In addition to the ‘mythical’ aspect, when the trio reached ShangriLa, Lionel exclaimed, ’A myth made real!’, and the Yeti queen gave him a
dirty look and said ‘No’. And when the trio broke the bridge to Shangri-La
while leaving, Susan blew a raspberry and yelled, ‘Your utopia sucks!’,
leaving Shangri-La as a real yet inaccessible place. Of course, ‘ShangriLa’ is in reference to James Hilton’s fictional place, generally used to describe a mythical paradise in the Himalayas. ‘Shangri-La’ here functions
more like a heterotopia, a parallel and responsive space to the ‘human
world’ as seen from the Yeti’s eyes. It was only for the Yetis who practice
their own rituals, and they have actually named it ‘Keep out, we hate
you’, keeping out humans and including Susan, the ‘human-made myth’.
The failure of Susan trying to enter a heterotopia and being derogatory
towards it by calling it a ‘utopia’, pushing the link between Sasquatch
and Yeti even further — Susan now walks and lives among humans as
a free form, contrasting the Yetis, originally still ‘real’, living in an actual space, a heterotopia, now completely inaccessible, only to remain a
dreadful unreal utopia in the memories of a few.
In some ways, even though the Yetis might be evil (or whatever
they are or want to be), embracing Susan the Sasquatch as part of humanity will ultimately protect the Yetis, the real Bigfoot, allowing them
truly be hidden. I believe Susan, this unreal but real Bigfoot from Missing
Link, is a reflection of the ‘Bigfoot’ created by American consumerism
and is now living in the American cultural landscape, as suggested by
Joshua Blu Buhs.
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Chapter 2: Did consumerism fail Bigfoot?
Bigfoot: Huntable

(6) Joshua Blu. Buhs, Bigfoot - The
Life and Times of a Legend (Chicago, IL: University Of Chicago
Press, 2010).
(7) Doctor Who (1963-ongoing) is
a British science fiction television
programme produced by the BBC.
Yeti, who are robots, first showed
appearance in 1967, last appearance in 1995.
(8) The Simpsons (1989- ongoing)
is an animated sitcom created by
Matt Groening for the Fox Broadcasting Company. Bigfoot first
showed appearance in 1990, and
has shown appearance in multiple
episodes in this satirical depiction
of American life series.
(9) Zoo Tycoon, first released
in 2001, is a series of business
simulation video games. This game
contains different animals, including Bigfoot, and a larger version
and white fur version of Bigfoot,
called Yeti.
(10) Monsters Inc. (2001) is a computer-animation, directed by Pete
Docter, produced by Pixar Animation Studios and distributed by
Walt Disney Pictures. The Abominable Snowman in this animation is
a Yeti, and he very briefly mentioned his friend, Bigfoot. Abominable Snowman used to work at
Monster Inc. until he got banished
to the Himalayas.

Joshua Blu Buhs’ strong position in his Bigfoot- The life and times of a
legend that this creature does not exist is something I do not (want to)
agree with. He believes ‘Bigfoot’ is ‘real’ due to their successful blending in with the American cultural landscape, by humans. In contrast to
American Cryptozoologist Loren Coleman, whose extensive research
would allow him the ability to identify the differences and overlaps between Bigfoot, Sasquatch, Yeti, Wildman, Abominable Snowman, etc.,
Buhs used these terms interchangeably because none of them exists
in his eyes, and argued that Bigfoot is continuously an extension of
wildman lores in the American cultural landscape. Buhs also beautifully ‘killed’ Bigfoot by having his last chapter named ‘The Death of
Bigfoot?’, with a generous ‘?’, pointing out how believers are doomed
to failure, the end of Bigfoot through the literal death of believers, hunters, hoaxers throughout the years, the commodification of the Himalayas, and Bigfoot dissolving into the mass culture, thus ‘death’ — by
vanishing into thin air.(6)
I want to add to Buh’s argument, ‘Bigfoot’ is dead, thus long
live Bigfoot. ‘Bigfoot is dead’ here is a nod to Buh’s declaration of the
‘vanishing’ of his non-exist Bigfoot, because of their realness in cultural landscapes. Buhs’ ‘long live Bigfoot’ would be more of a ‘long live
wildman’ since he believes Bigfoot is an extension, or an accession
of the wildman lore. My ‘long live Bigfoot’ is more of a proclamation to
the livelihoods of the real Bigfoots, and the affirmation of Bigfoot has
always been walking among us and we need them to continue doing
that.
Since the 1950s surge of Bigfoot stepping foot confidently
into our screens, they have shown appearances in sci-fi TV shows
like Doctor Who (7) , animated sitcoms like The Simpsons (8), video
games like Zoo Tycoon (9), animations like Monsters, Inc.(10), family
comedy like Harry and the Hendersons(11), docudrama horror like
The Legend of Boggy Creek.(12)
(11) Harry and the Hendersons
(1987) is an American fantasy
comedy film directed and produced
by William Dear. Loren Coleman
acknowledged that Harry the Bigfoot, for the longest time, is the go-to
appearance when Americans think
of Bigfoot.
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(12) The Legend of Boggy Creek
(1972), directed by Charles B. Pierce,
features ‘Fouke Monster’, a Bigfoot-type creature around Fouke, Arkansas since the 1940s. This film was
mentioned by a lot of contemporary
Bigfoot researchers of its important
impact in their childhood.

Chapter 2: Did consumerism fail Bigfoot?
Most of us will have and have Bigfoot encounterings/sightings on
screen rather than in real life. Living with screens surrounding us,
they are not foregin to us at all. The circulation of the newer imageries of Bigfoot are pixel-formed, and the older imageries that are
recirculating are also pixel-formed, and often pixelated. These pixelated images of Bigfoot are copied, edited, formatted, downloaded, reuploaded, consumed as ‘evidence’, occupying not a lot of
space in digital storage but headspace from us deciphering them.
At the end of Buh’s book, where he was gently killing Bigfoot,
he described a scenario where a lady and her grandson were driving and saw something that they thought was Bigfoot and wanted
to ask the Bigfoot if they wanted a beer, like in the Kokanee advertisement. Bigfoot the creature, the monster, that needed to be
hunted became a silly goofy buddy through these pixels. Our confrontation with the mysterious Bigfoot from the 50s has walked in our
culture so much that they have become our next door neighbour, a
family friend. Jeffery Jerome Cohen in his Monster Culture (Seven
These) described the co-optation of the monster into a symbol of
the desirable is usually accomplished through ‘the neutralisation of
potentially threatening aspects with a liberal dose of comedy’. (13)
In Monsters Inc., the character, Abominable Snowman, expressed
his preference of the name of ‘Agreeable Snowman’ to ‘Abominable Snowman’. His silliness was delivered in his short appearance,
challenging his position being the banished ‘monster’ among monsters in the monster world in Monsters Inc.
Alongside with animations and heartwarming movies, films
that start with ‘In search of…’ also produce quite an amount of pixelated imageries for circulations. These ‘In search of…’ often came
to no conclusion (in Buh’s words, ‘doomed to failure’), they do not
‘solve the mystery’, but nonetheless there has been no lack of audiences for these films throughout all these decades. I am especially
interested in the ritual failure of this ‘in search of…’ on screen, and
often it is the act of hunting in the wild. ‘Bigfoot hunting’ sounds
violent because it literally is hunting, but it also includes trapping,
photographing, video-taping, etc

Doctor Who

The Simpsons
(13) Jeffrey Jerome. Cohen, ed., “Monster Culture (Seven Theses),” in Monster Theory: Reading Culture (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press,
1997), pp. 3-25, 18.

Bigfoot and Yeti, Zoo Tycoon

The Legend of Boggy Creek
Monsters, Inc.

Harry and the Hendersons
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And I look to the light
And I might wonder right where you are
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Chapter 3: On-screen! Can you see me
now?
Contemporary reality television shows about Bigfoot, where they are
also seen as documentaries, often include a team of middle-age white
men, interviewing some locals, and being determined to find the creature. The teams will say things that could be considered gentle: ‘we are
here to prove that they are more than legends’ (14), or very violent: ‘let’s
trap that son of a bitch’.(15) These shows range from claiming to be scientific-driven, paranormal investigation, to pure hunting with rifles. The
most viewed and newest shows include Mountain Monsters: Bigfoot
Edition (2015-2016), Finding Bigfoot (2011-2018), and Killing Bigfoot
(2016-). A large proportion of episodes are dedicated to demonstrate
the reason of why the hunters hunt (usually their obsession of cryptozoology as a child), the hunters’ bonding through ‘saving’ each other
from different scenarios, while the camera is focusing on nothing, but
unapologetically showing a blur on audience’s screen.

No one has captured Bigfoot, but we have detailed drawings of
them, detailed halloween costumes of them, detailed animations of them.
Loren Coleman in his ‘The Changing Image of Bigfoot’ investigated the
transformations of Bigfoot personalities and characteristics, from field research, home-made films, movies, to children’s movies from the 1900s to
late 1990s.(16) He confidently noted that ‘our view of Bigfoot has evolved
through time; despite that the real creature behind the images has apparently remained the same’.(17) Despite Coleman having the ability to
tell differences between Bigfoot, Yeti, Sasquatch, Wildman and such, and
Buhs’ definition of ‘Bigfoot’ might be a mere hybrid of America’s cultural
manifestations, the real creature (Bigfoot) behind the images has apparently remained the same’ is quite ambiguously put.

(14) Finding Bigfoot (Animal Planet,
May 29, 2011).
(15) “Mountain Monsters,” Mountain
Monsters, June 22, 2013.

Killing Bigfoot
(16) Loren Coleman, “The Changing Image of Bigfoot,” in Bigfoot!
The True Story of Apes in America
(New Y, NY: Paraview, 2008), pp.
201-215.
(17) Coleman, 201

Killing Bigfoot
Mountain Monsters: Bigfoot Edition

Chapter 3: On-screen! Can you see me now?

Regardless of having no specimen of Bigfoot, we are rather
confident in our varied interpretations of them. Without training, our
day-to-day encounterings in the media with apes, humans, beasts,
we can still easily tell Bigfoot apart from them. ‘Bigfoot’ is not blurry
at all. They are in fact a high resolution imprint within us. The real
creature who was staying the same behind images is the creature
-- the Platonic Form of Bigfoot, a non-material abstract, unchanging
and transcends time and space. For Plato, Forms are more real than
the object/being in the physical world. And perhaps for Buhs too. So,
now, Bigfoot is fundamentally a fixed abstract form, a) because we
don’t have a specimen, and b) because the real Bigfoot is the Form.
And now we can also read Coleman’s ‘real creature (Bigfoot) behind
the images has apparently remained the same’ as tautology.

A detailed Bigfoot drawing
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Bigfoot Costume

I just want his to last
Or my future is past are al gone

But from the skin out I'm Homosapien too
And you're Homosapien too

Chapter 4: Bigfoot as multiple glitches
Bigfoot are seen and portrayed as an unknown man or an unknown animal.
They are hybrids, half human, half animal. They are a key to the missing link.
They are a violent monster. Sometimes a gentle giant. They are men, they are
women. They are heterosexual, they are homoesexual. And most debatable
discussion, even among cryptozoology, they are extraterrestrial beings. In
this multiplicity, Bigfoot bounces in and out, sneaks in and out, hovers above
and under. Legacy Russell in her Glitch Feminism revisited, occupied, and
decolonised Walt Whitman’s 1892 poem ‘Song of Myself’ for her call for refusal:
Do I contradict myself?
Very well then I contradict myself,
(I am large, I contain multitudes.)

(18) Legacy Russell, “Glitch
Refuses,” in Glitch Feminism: A Manifesto (Brooklyn,
NY: Verso, 2020), pp. 31-59,
37-38.

(19) Mangani’s BigfootMaps,
“Mangani’s BigfootMaps,”
Mangani’s Bigfoot Maps,
2016, http://penn.freeservers.com/bigfootmaps/.

She went on to describe Whitman’s containment of multitudes is his exercise
of his right to be ‘large’, ‘his capacity to ‘contradict’ himself is his exercise
of the right to be blurry, unfixed, abstract.’(18) Bigfoot is literally large, and
even larger by being expanded by white heteronormativity into a being that
occupies nearly all of North America.

Overview Map of North American Bigfoot Sightings (last update 2014)
as reported by selected Bigfoot research organization websites
By Mangani’s BigfootMaps (19)
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Chapter 4: Bigfoot as multiple glitches

Bigfoot, a creature that is supposedly taller than 7feet, lives
as a blur, a glitch, an abstract. They have expanded so large that
wherever they go, they create ruptures and ripples. As Jeffery Jerome Cohen talked about in his Monster Culture (Seven Theses),
the refusal to participate in the classificatory ‘order of things’ is true
of monsters as they are disturbing hybrids.(20) Bigfoot is simultaneously tamed by humans and refuses to be inside boxes (literally
and figuratively). Their expansive form allows them to destroy our
silly boxes of categories, yet hunters stubbornly try to squeeze
them continuously into nets and traps that Bigfoot will never ever
fit.
A name that is already fetishising a single body part of a being: Bigfoot, ‘big’, ‘foot’, is used as an umbrella term in contemporary culture for wildman, Yeti, Sasquatch, and perhaps lots more
of creatures we have seen but don’t know who they are so we just
call them ‘Bigfoot’. To reference Missing Link, the Yetis refusing
to allow a Sasquatch to be part of their family is totally reasonable, since, what if they are really not related at all? Cohen quoted
René Girard to explain monsters are ‘created through a process
of fragmentation and recombination in which the elements are extracted from various forms’.(21) ‘Bigfoot’ is a term generalised by
humans, and by generalising, hunters are ‘able to hunt’ them because through categorization, they materialised as a species, but
impossible to hunt, because ‘Bigfoot’ is not Bigfoot.

(20) Cohen, 6

(21) Cohen, 11

Chapter 4: Bigfoot as multiple glitches

Being unhuntable is a glitch itself. With a large body that is able to seep through
human’s traps, bullets and photography equipment, can Bigfoot’s ripples do damage
too? Funny enough, there is a video on YouTube that shows how the Appalachian Investigators of Mysterious Sightings (A.I.M.S.) team members from Mountain Monsters kept
failing their hunting attempts and instead kept falling down.(22) In one of the episodes,
Bigfoot was described as being able to use telepathy, and is a ‘tricky son of a bitch’. To
use Russell’s term, ‘calculated failure’, to prompt hiccups and buffers to the terrorising
socio-cultural machine; perhaps Bigfoot is trying to perform failures in front of the cameraperson.

Screenshot of Buck, one of the team members in Mountain Monsters falling
The AIMS Team is Great at Falling Down, Mountain Monsters

(22) The AIMS Team Is Great at
Falling Down | Mountain Monsters, YouTube, 2015, https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=IHe3Jt7-pEA&ab_channel=DestinationAmerica.
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Chapter 5: B as in Bigfoot.
B as in Beefcake daddy.

Loren Coleman in his museum,
International Cryptozoology
Museum in Portland Maine

(23) Coleman, 185

In a cryptozoology conference in 2001, Loren Coleman decided to
light-heartedly ask whether Bigfoot is gay, throwing a curve ball at other
cryptozoologists’ researches.(23) The reactions to this ‘accusation’ of Bigfoot’s sexuality led to people on the Internet shaming him for talking about
sexuality, anal sex and bestiality in front of children. In Coleman’s defense,
there were no children but only adult researchers in the conference. The
topic of sexuality, and especially homosexuality, in conversations about
Bigfoot often shy away, as mentioned in Coleman’s Bigfoot! The True Story
of Apes in America, which is due to these topics being too close to humans
to even think about it for the ‘legendary’ Bigfoot. He explained that believers
and researchers both actively avoided the conversations due to embarrassment, and when case studies hint to sexuality, they would be taken less seriously. Cohen describes the monster as a powerful ally of what Michel Foucault calls ‘the society of the panopticon’, and that Susan Stewart observed
as the monsters’ sexuality taking on a separate life.(24) Coleman’s question
from nearly 20 years ago came to no answer, but in these 20 years, with
the rise of young queer people navigating the digital world to explore their
gender and sexuality, they/we have found comfort through sharing the isolation from heteronormativity with Bigfoot and other cryptids like Mothman
and Flatwood monster. (25)

(24) Cohen, 14
(25) While this is out of the
scope of this manifesto, I would
like to address that ‘queerness’
and ‘monstrosity’ have a historically intertwined relationship.
Here I focused on the contemporary digital realm of the two’s
relationship. On top of that,
Bigfoot is actually ‘less monstrous’ than other cryptids like
Mothman and Flatwood Monster. Bigfoot carries the burden
of being ‘half-man’, ‘missing
link’, letting Bigfoot fundamentally less space to completely
be a monster, but holding
‘monstrous behaviours’. Thus
an excuse for hunters to ‘hunt
them down’ in order to ‘make
humanity safer’.

Mothman
Flatwood monster
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Chapter 5: B as in Bigfoot.
B as in Beefcake daddy.

In the home-movie quality Patterson–Gimlin Film from
1967, a female Bigfoot was introduced, and remains the most
‘huntable’ Bigfoot figure because of the film’s popular circulation and hot debate around it. It was before the time of digital
manipulation, but it did not stop people from zooming and cropping the Bigfoot’s swaying breasts. In contrast to some hunters calling Bigfoot ‘son of a bitch’, some hunters call Bigfoot
‘a beauty’, and no matter how tender that sounds, it still sits
uncomfortable with me to hear people calling a muse of their
research as a woman, something that needs to be chased, dissected, killed, understood, labelled and ultimately have control
over. No matter Bigfoot being seen as a man or a woman, this
pixelated Bigfoot is still not a blur. They are a clear-imagery,
heteroseuxal, cis being that is trapped and dead in our humans’
hunting grounds. They have been hunted. I want to view Bigfoot
as outside of the discussion of gender and sexuality, especially
when there is a rise of hypotheses that Bigfoot are extraterrestrial beings. Extraterrestrial beings, although they sometimes still
fall into the conversation of binary gender and sexuality, are on
comparatively spacious critical grounds for them to avoid being
cornered and trapped by humans and human constructs. Given there is also a more acceptable mindset that extraterrestrial
beings are more technologically advanced than humans, they
stay ‘unhuntable’. Bigfoot, from the origin as Yeti, as Sasquatch,
was never just a primate, but entwined with identities as deities,
tribes, indigenous beings, spirits, and humans.
Addressing Coleman’s question into the void, I want to
suggest for people who refused to see Bigfoot as a gay being,
they might just want to realise Bigfoot has already been cast as
a beefcake daddy in numerous pornagraphies.

Screenshot from Patterson–Gimlin Film (1967)
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Chapter 6: B.B.! Blurry Bigfoot
The unhuntable Bigfoot is a glitch also because it is a blur on our
screens and daily lives. A blur that is not in our mind, as mentioned in
Chapter 3, but a blur in the material world. Our huntable Bigfoot is not
blurry because of their concrete existence in the cultural landscape. In
contrast to blurry Bigfoot, the huntable Bigfoot doesn’t run away from
us. They linger in our commercials, they spend time with our kids, they
play a role in pornography. They are trapped. They are captured. In
this ‘successful hunting of Bigfoot’ is where the blur comes in. The already hunted Bigfoot needs to break free, I like to imagine that Bigfoot
will come rescue ‘Bigfoot’ from us. The place for the unhuntable and
the huntable meeting is the poor image. A space where it allows the
consciously blurry entity, who transcends categorisation effortlessly,
who name themselves an innocent girl but also might be an old lady’s
name, who refuses to be a centrepiece in cryptozoology but a conversation in ufology, to come into confrontation and contact with the dead
corpse of Bigfoot, rotting in our backyard, our subconscious, waiting
for salvation.

Going back to this charming comment on YouTube. ‘How do
they know’? An important question of ‘knowing’. It was not a curious
thought, it was an acknowledgement of Bigfoot’s existence. A ‘blur’
is what Bigfoot has always given us —not at all something we asked
for, but something we received, and through our humans’ desire for
consumption, it is also translated as our perceived unhuntable Bigfoot, with a non-blurry Bigfoot dead in our hands. From footprints to
photographs, ‘Bigfoot’ is utterly blurry in form, and the more blurry the
‘evidences’ are, the more Bigfoot they are. The 1950s photographs of
the perhaps first recorded Yeti tracks and footprints were in snow, with
multiple obscured tracks and one single sharply ambiguously shaped
imprint. They were naturally blurry because of the environment.

Chapter 6: B.B.! Blurry Bigfoot

Similarly, Sasquatch’s tracks and footprints were and are also blurry
in the mud and dirt. When they are cast into plasters as ‘evidence’,
they become even more blurry, a materialised white blob in the display cabinets. These blobs are not empirical evidence, but they physically overflow fringe-science institutions, they overflow our Internet
search of ’Bigfoot’, they overflow our imagination, leave no alternative
methodologies in ‘evidence’ ,’archive’, and the species of ‘Bigfoot’.

(26) Mike Kelley, “The Aesthetic Of
Ufology,” in Mike Kelley Minor Histories:
Statements, Conversations, Proposals
(Cambridge, MA: MIT, 2004), pp. 400413, 403.

The blob that was explored by Mike Kelley in his The Aesthetic of Ufology, functions homogeneously with the blob here. Kelley
explained the unrecognisable form in UFO photographs from Project Blue Book, that the documented imagery holds terrifying auras
not because of their possibility of being alien technologies, but their
impenetrable quality. The documented forms are unseenable, they
cannot be known, and it is achieved by the blob, the sign of the
formless. (26) In a like manner, Milena Hoegsberg in her essay for
photographer Torbjørn Rødland in his Sasquatch Century, embraces
the condition of Rødland’s staged photography, the power to keep
the viewer in the process of looking. (27) Rødland’s photographs in
Sasquatch Century are not blurry or blobby at all, but they share the
condition of the blob, the forming formless, the unforming form, the
caught in the middle.

(27) Milena Hoegsberg, “Torbjørn Rødland: Sasquatch Century,” in Torbjørn
Rødland: Sasquatch Century (Milan:
Mousse Publishing, 2015), pp. 129-134,
131.

UFO photography from Project Blue Book

Torbjørn Rødland’s Sasquatch Century
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With more conversations of Bigfoot as extraterrestrial beings, cryptozoology’s active rejection of pseudoscience
needs to be reexamined. ‘Pseudoscience’, interchangeable
with ‘fringe-science’, might be derogatory at times, especially
when cryptozoology persistently reject their label of it and want
to fit into ‘official’ zoology and science. This is not an excuse to
explain the unexplained phenomena around Bigfoot, when especially it is easily used by eurocentric theorists to disregard
non-western culture. It is to embrace the condition of the unknown, the monster that we created, cheering for Bigfoot to walk
out of cryptozoology.
The Poor Image consists of the Blurry forms and the Pixelated forms. This ground allows blurry configurations and pixelated sightings. The poor image transforms quality into accessibility, as argued by Hito Steyerl, ‘the image is liberated from
the vaults of cinemas and archives and thrust into digital uncertainty’, ‘it tends towards abstraction: it is a visual idea in its very
becoming’, ‘Poor images show the rare, the obvious, and the
unbelievable—that is, if we can still manage to decipher it.’ (28)
To expand on her ‘manage to decipher it’, it would include cryptozoologists’ field research in both habitats of Bigfoot and most
importantly field research in the ‘myths’ and ‘folklores’ and more
from anthropological archives. It will also mean cryptozoologists
‘giving up’ on fitting into empirical science, as mentioned in the
above paragraph, and welcome their complex relationship with
other fringe-science fields. And in this Poor Image battlefront,
hunters are still hunting and chasing the wrong Bigfoot, Bigfoot
are still rejected and disowned by Yetis, Bigfoot are still starring in our children’s animation while casting as pornography
stars. Yeti will meet up with Abominable Snowman, Sasquatch
and Bigfoot, they will have a little tea party with wildman, and
in this ground of conflicts and contacts, an alternative space is
manifested, we believe in Bigfoot and Bigfoot believes in us. It
is a queer space where we have beefcake Bigfoot wearing an ‘I
love my BF’ t-shirt, it is a queer space where Bigfoot is from other
realm, it is a queer space where we allow the swaying breasts
to sway, it is a queer space in which Bigfoot leaves little notes in
our backyard stone garden, it is a queer space where we don’t
hunt but instead gaze into each other eyes, it is a queer space
where Bigfoot is not big foot-ed.

Meme of Ancient Aliens on History Channel

(28) Hito Steyerl, “In Defense
of the Poor Image,” e-Flux
10 (2009), https://doi.org/
https://www.e-flux.com/journal/10/61362/in-defense-of-thepoor-image/.

Chapter 6: B.B.! Blurry Bigfoot

Bigfoot will comfort us from hunters by saying ‘we are here,
we are queer’, Bigfoot will hold our hands and help us set free the
trapped Bigfoot. We won’t know if we can stay long in this space, but
this is the arena where Bigfoot will save Bigfoot. Bigfoot will survive
and so will you. Let the hunters do their silly little hunt.
Let’s end with lyrics from Lion King 2, Love Will Find A Way.
In a perfect world, one we’ve never known
We would never need to face the world alone
They can have their world
We’ll create our own
I know love will find a way, anywhere I go
I’m home if you are there beside me
Somehow we’ll come through
Now that I’ve found you
Love will find a way
I know love will find a way
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